
BUILD A FIRE WITH NATURE ESSAY

To Build a Fire is a remarkable account of one man's finish line. In it this story holds Nature in Jack LondonÂ´s To Build
a Fire Essay examples. - People always.

The man leaves against the advice of a local and after a short time realizes that he should have waited. The
author gives details on his personality, his skills, or his appearance one by one until we, as readers, get the
final picture of what the protagonist looks like. With themes anyone can relate to, such as survival and man
versus nature, it is a great short story for anyone looking for something to read. In the end, the man lost the
battle against nature. He uses his knowledge of nature to set a wilderness backdrop that fits well into any story
that he writes. Although the characters in each story are faced with different types of natural dangers, the tone
of fear of death is seen in both. The plot is the storyline in which the story it self takes place. In this story,
however, nature wins. As the story progresses, the conflict of man against himself displays itself through the
means of the man unable to survive by simply having no way to accomplish tasks such as lighting matches or
killing the dog for warmth. This man is thousands of miles away from civilization. Frist off to build a fire I
need to gather my materials. It is the man 's determination to follow his intellect rather than his instinct that
reveals his ignorance. To build a fire starts with a man on a cold, snow-covered mountain. The theme of
survival against nature can be shown through many historical accounts, but the fictionalized versions of real
events expressed by London and Crane are both relatable and support the themes from two very different
perspectives. Finally, it was too late when he decides to conform to nature. The man in charge of construction
on the site knows designs that will work and The temperature is extremely cold because the mans spit freezes
before it hits the ground. They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time
removing every error. The dog displays knowledge and wisdom in surviving the trail and the winter; however,
the man has not realized this. Although the ironic destruction of Pepe and the man were caused by relentless
forces of nature, their attitudes and reasons for going on their journeys differed. The plot is the storyline in
which the story it self takes place. Furthermore, it even crosses his mind to kill the dog for his own survival,
but it is not feasible. But the London story is more than just lighting the fire. How to cite this page Choose cite
format:. The man travels with a dog, who can perceive the dangers of the freezing wilderness. The story of
London is like the story of "human to nature". Although the characters in each story react to their
circumstances very differently, both stories are relatable because both types of reactions are natural responses
to emergency situations. London also shows how we should respect our elders by the knowledge the old man
from Sulphur Creek possesses. Both stories draw upon actual historical events but use them to show separate
sides of the human need to survive. Because the man is only quick and alert to the things of life and not the
significance, he finds himself in some very bad circumstances.


